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Overview
In 2004, the IRS published the Cost Segregation Audit
Technique Guide (A.T.G.), as a guideline for instructing IRS
Auditors on managing studies being audited. Additionally, the
guide serves as a resource for taxpayers to have a clear
understanding of the procedures and methodologies used
during an audit.
We know that reading the A.T.G. and understanding cost
segregation can be both confusing and time-consuming. To
better help you understand, we created this eBook, "The Three
Components of Cost Segregation."
"The Three Components of Cost Segregation" is Titan's way of
simplifying the requirements discussed in the A.T.G.
Having a clear understanding of the IRS's cost segregation
methodologies and procedures can better help you ensure a
defensible cost segregation study.
For a deeper dive into the methodologies and procedures,
download the ebook: https://blog.titanecho.com/irs-cost-segaudit-techniques-guide-simplified
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On-Site Verification
The A.T.G, explains that in order to accurately report the
classification of an asset, someone has to go to the field, a step
also known as on-site verification (OSV).
The purpose of OSV is to verify that the assets actually exist. In
order to do that, an audit trail is needed. This includes taking
measurements, photos and capturing quantities that make up the
property.

Echo Simplifies Your OSV
Our tablet-friendly Echo app, is easy to use and intuitively walks you
through OSV - with no experience necessary! We teach you
everything you need to know.
The app allows you to go to the field offline, and systematically
capture all photos and quantities needed for this step. Data is
captured without using your data plan.
Once you’re back on WiFi, one click of a button sends all your data
to Echo’s secure servers. This is a key component to the efficiency
of the Echo Solution -- you only have to touch your data once.
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Construction Cost
Estimating

Cost Construction Estimating (CCE) uses your OSV data and other
available documentation to determine what it would cost to build that
building new today. This is a term the IRS calls "Reconstruction Cost New"
(RCN) - this is key to a defensible cost segregation analysis.
Below is a high-level summary of what the A.T.G. considers as the steps
for conducting CCE:
Review record drawings, invoices, contracts and any other
related document
Assign items to correct property classes
Apply defensible unit costs to determine total cost basis
Allocate indirect costs to contract elements appropriately
Group items to simplify depreciation computations

For further information on how the engineering based methodology
works: https://blog.titanecho.com/types-of-cost-segregation-studies

Echo Simplifies CCE

If you don't have the construction experience, we can handle this step for
you. Echo’s construction cost analysis uses your submitted info to calculate
the cost to rebuild the building submitted. If you built the building (or you
have actual costs), Echo will use that data, if not, we rely on our database of
national construction cost data.
Titan has the construction experience to determine what it would cost to
build that building today - your RCN. Then we prorate the RCN costs to
ensure it equals to what you paid for the property.
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Legal Analysis
The A.T.G. states that, "before reaching a final conclusion on the
classification of a specific [item], the examiner should have
conducted all the necessary research and reviewed all relevant
court cases, rulings and regulations that relate to [item]
classification and the challenged [item]."
What does this mean for you? It is important to know which court
rulings can be associated with the assets you are depreciating.
These rulings can be the difference between accurately reporting
between tangible personal property and structural components.

Titan Can Teach You Legal Analysis
Echo leverages court cases against the facts and circumstances of
your property, to determine which items can be reclassified from
Section 1250 real property to Section 1245 personal property.
Then you'll apply what’s called the MACRS Asset Classification
System accordingly to each item.
No interest in learning this? No problem - we can do it for you.
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Conclusion
Once all Three Components of Cost Segregation are completed,
Echo recomputes depreciation based on each item’s life, method
and convention, and calculates your catch-up depreciation, if
applicable.
As part of the final report, Echo produces the complicated Form
3115 – Change in Accounting Method. This is the information you or
your CPA need to get your cost segregation benefit on your tax
return.
-----------We hope this eBook gave you a better understanding of the IRS's
Cost Segregation Audit Technique Guide and how Titan Echo
simplifies it through the Three Components of Cost Segregation.
At the end of the day, it is important to remember that,
understanding and implementing the procedures and methodologies
outlined in the A.T.G., is the key to an IRS-defensible study.
Cost Segregation doesn't have to be complicated! That's what we
are here for.
Ready to begin your cost segregation study? Sign up for our Echo
Learning Academy! We’ve taken our years of cost segregation
experience and condensed it into a knowledge base, just for you!
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